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EDITORIAL
Wdcom~ in this holiday season, to the bust issue of
.
We have md occasion, of late. to consider again the role
that myth plays in fascinating and shaping the human
spi.riL We both have small children-T ma has the triplets,
now two and a half, and CISL has Brandon, who is only a
little younger-and the childrai are becoming interated in
•stories..• And even so young. the stories they favor reflect
the perennW mythic themes. The hero triumphs over
adversity even in the tale of the Three Little Pip. Character
is fundamental, even in Pinocdllo. Here are values made
t.angibl~ ideals given color. We are contemplating. with
muted rapture. the joys of aading 71Je Hobbit to them for
the first time. ..
The human need for myth is a hunger of the spirit, as
fundamental as any hunger of the flesh. It is a perception
for us to celebrate, since we try to serve that need.
May a festival spirit be with you in the turning of the
year.

71Je Mythic Cink.

UTTERS OF COMMENT
Dear Editors,
Thanks for issue fifteen. My favorite story this time out
was Tim Waggoner's "Huntress." It started somewhat unevenly, but that seems to be a problem with all too many
stories and novels. The authors forget that they only have
a few chapters, or in the case of a short story, a few
paragraphs, to capture the readers interest,
Here's a piece of advice that's worth considering. I can't
remember who said it, but I remember bearing once that
one should finish one's novel, and then throw out the fust
chapter, inserting any necessary information from it in the
subsequent text. The same should be done with a short
story, albeit on a I~
scale. The point is to sun in the
middle of the story, when things are already happening.
And this doesn't ~ply only to an action-oriented story, by
any means. h's
rare piece of fiction for which it doesn't
work- On the other hand, while the above is worth keeping
in mind, like all "rules" of writing. it exists to be broken if
the story calls for it.
I've digressed. To get back to Waggoner's piece, once I
made my way past the first few paragraphs, things improved remarkably. I especially liked Jerry's characterization as revealed in the dialogue between himself and
the narrator.
My favorite piece, overall, however, was Janet Elliott
Waters' "Skull Grip," though I can't begin to tell you why.
I just found myself rereading it a half-dozen times for the
sheer pleasure of how the words followed each other and
resonated in my mind. Her "Circle Way• was also good

~e

with its echo of that famous verse attributed to Taliesi.n.
In her letter, Gwenyth Hood is quite correct in staling
that short verses are intensiv~ as is Christine's response
that intensive verse can (should?) evoke an intense response. lalso ~with
Hood that hervenewas legitinwe
and would like to reiterate that rmnotsayingshesbouldn't
have written it. My disagnanent with it md nothing to do
with how the verse might be considen:d politically incorrect in certain circles, but because I've long hdd a disdain
for Columbus and other explorers who are venerated for
•discovering• new lands. As those native to this continent
have said before, they never knew they were lost in the first
place.And the subsequent exploitation and genocide which
inevitably followed such "discoveries" seems to me more a
matter of shame than celebration.
Now don't get me wrong.
not saying that Hood
was cdebraring such negative aftereffects of Columbus'
discovery in her poem; I don't think she even considered
them in the first place, and that's where I see the problem.
I believe that as writers we have certain moral responsibilities th.at we can't shirk, no matter what we wri~ and it's
for that reason that an author should always consider the
larger canvas-even within the confines of short verse.
I hope Hood will forgive me for going on at such length
about her verse. I don't mean to belabor the point; it just
seems that the verse sparked a good jump-off point for this
discussion.
I also hope the editors will forgive me for going on at
such length in general. Thanks again for another fine issue.
Until again.
Charles de Unt
Ottawa, Canada
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A tlxntgbtfo/ leuer, Ch.rks, which raises the inleresting
point of the moral responsibility of the writ.er. You appo:tr to
be s.ying-<orr«t ~if I am VJTOng-that • writ.ersho.Jd refkct
this world and its ramifications (the •larger c.anvasj in the
writer's 'ID01*. But a writ.er of fanwy must go beyond this
'WDTld. as must, I think, any writer in the romantic tradition,
w~ I T1JO.Jd p/aa Hood's poem: Ifwe must confi~ oursJves
to this fl10rld and its ramifiations, -~
will uie ford our
bnoes? In rul life, Ill lust as I perttiw it. tbere is no potmti.al
bno without bis sh.Jaw; no saint without a flaw, no kaJer
undogged by cb.os and war. no mtirely sJfkss aplom-. Shall
t« therefm-r -~
these limits into our work! Of COUJV,
some modern fan14Sists have done precisJy that. crafting
fasci1111ting if elarlt stories. OtherfantAsists continue in a man
idulistic tradition, mining nuggets of bnoism from the muck
to polish than into stArs.
Sorry to go on Ill such length, but Ifelt that the~ Charks
raised mmuJ man than the CNStomaryfew won/s. Of COUJV,
ourmukrs 1714Yhawcompkk/ydi/fermt 'tliews. Rudas?-TC
1banks so much for this considered response.. You make a
lot of good points. For nOfllI'll not join into the disamion of
Gwm-yth's poem-I hope mukrs vlill share their thoughts. &a
I strongly mdone your advi« about ~
to start a short
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